
Hello TSP Families, 

This year, returning to full-time in-person learning has been an opportunity
for Trailside Point to show how strong we are as a community. Families,
students, and the TSP staff have all stepped up to show that the Trailside
community values the power of education and will do whatever it takes to
continue learning.

We have enjoyed a wonderful three weeks full of accelerated learning. I want
to thank everyone for working together to make our school a great place to
learn. Our teachers and staff have been using our instructional curriculums
and implementing the Second Step Social-Emotional Learning curriculum. 

Our goal to start the year was to engage students and accelerate learning. The
vibe on the campus of students learning in their classrooms with their peers is
nothing short of amazing. The power of relationships and education coming
together is what will help us all achieve our goals. Thanks to all who have
helped make TSP persevere, even through difficult times. As the Principal of
TSP, I am proud to be a part of and serve this community. #community

Best regards,

Brett Humphrey
Principal
Trailside Point Performing Arts Academy
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MARK YOUR
CALENDAR
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August 9th-18th

NWEA GROWTH TESTING
GRADES K-8

August 18th 

EARLY RELEASE 11 :30 AM
DISMISSAL

August 16th-24th

AIMSWEB PLUS TESTING

https://www.secondstep.org/


Students are learning to write
and read using the Spalding
program.  They are learning

their clock formed letters and
locate the baseline to ensure

they are properly written.
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Excellence in Education
Award

Starting day 1 at Trailside Point, students are earning
Panther Bucks and doing their personal best, being
accountable, and critically thinking while working! 

 

Sarah Steele

Trailside Point School Counselor

 
Congratulations to Sarah Steele, who is the

TSP Excellence in Education recipient this

year. Sarah has been at TSP since 2007. In

that time, she has been a teacher and

school counselor. Over her career at TSP,

she has led or participated in initiatives that

earned school-wide awards. Along with

servicing her students and families, she

leads the Tier 2 and 3 intervention PBIS

team, CICO, has been a volleyball coach,

among other critical roles on campus.

 
 

BACK TO
SCHOOL

https://www.facebook.com/TrailsidePoint/
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WHAT 'S HAPPENING AT TSP:
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This month teachers taught the P.A.C.T. to
the students. They are able to track how
well they are following the P.A.C.T. each

day.  Thank you for reinforcing this at home
as well.

Around campus,
students are engaged in

learning and utilizing
Kagan structures like

this "showdown"
structure seen here!

 

We had SO many Pawsitive Referrals! 

 Students can earn a pawsitive referral for

going above and beyond with following the

P.A.C.T. These students did an amazing job

doing their personal best on schoolwork,

being accountable by being here everyday,

critically thinking by problem solving, and

being tolerant of everyone around them.  They

also earned a $5 Panther Buck for earning this

positive referral!  :)


